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Abstract: Blind signcryption (BSC) can guarantee the blindness and untrackability of signcrypted messages, and moreover, it
provides simultaneous unforgeability and confidentiality. Most traditional BSC schemes are based on the number theory. However,
with the rapid development of quantum computing, traditional BSC systems are faced with severe security threats. As promising
candidate cryptosystems with the ability to resist attacks from quantum computing, lattice-based cryptosystems have attracted
increasing attention in academic fields. In this paper, a post-quantum blind signcryption scheme from lattice (PQ-LBSCS) is
devised by applying BSC to lattice-based cryptosystems. PQ-LBSCS inherits the advantages of the lattice-based cryptosystem and
blind signcryption technique. PQ-LBSCS is provably secure under the hard assumptions of the learning with error problem and
small integer solution problem in the standard model. Simulations are carried out using the Matlab tool to analyze the computational efficiency, and the simulation results show that PQ-LBSCS is more efficient than previous schemes. PQ-LBSCS has extensive application prospects in e-commerce, mobile communication, and smart cards.
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1 Introduction
Ajtai (1996) discovered a link between the
worst-case complexity and the average-case complexity of some well-known lattice problems. Ajtai
and Dwork (1997) proposed a public key cryptosystem based on the lattice theory, thereby creating a new
field in public key cryptosystems. Scholars proposed
some public key cryptosystems from lattice, such as
GGH (Garg et al., 2013), NTRU (Hoffstein et al.,
1998), and Regev (Regev, 2009) systems. In recent
years, lattice-based cryptosystems have attracted
increasing attention of many scholars because of their
ability to resist quantum computing attacks and the
‡
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low computational complexity (Li et al., 2013).
Signcryption can complete signature and public
key encryption operations at the same time with lower
calculation and communication cost compared with
traditional approaches. Yan et al. (2015) proposed an
identity-based signcryption scheme from lattice. Lu
et al. (2016) proposed a lattice-based signcryption
scheme without trapdoors. Gerard and Merckx (2018)
devised a post-quantum signcryption scheme from
lattice. Researchers also proposed some other signcryption algorithms from lattice (Sato and Shikata,
2018; Liu et al., 2019). However, as an important but
cryptographic primitive, the development of latticebased signcryption is relatively slow.
Blind signcryption can be obtained by applying
the signcryption technique to a blind signature system.
At present, there are several blind signature schemes
from lattice (Yuen and Wei, 2005; Tian et al., 2016;
Ye et al., 2018); however, there is no blind signcryption scheme from lattice. Because traditional blind
signcryption schemes are constructed based on the
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number theory, they are no longer secure in the environments of quantum computing. Hence, it is necessary to construct a secure and efficient blind signcryption scheme from lattice which can resist quantum computing attacks.
As a response to security requirements, a postquantum blind signcryption scheme from lattice
(PQ-LBSCS) is proposed, and it is based on the
lattice-based cryptosystems (Yan, 2015) and conventional blind signcryption (Zia and Ali, 2019). A
trapdoor generation method and a blind signature
function are added based on the signcryption from
lattice. PQ-LBSCS can resist quantum computing
attacks and has the security properties of blindness,
untraceability, confidentiality, and unforgeability.
PQ-LBSCS has lower computational complexity and
higher communicational efficiency than previous
schemes. In the future, these merits will promote its
applications in engineering.

2.1 Notations

Table 1 Notations used in this paper
Notation
Meaning
s
Gaussian parameter for encryption
ss
Gaussian parameter

Zq
U(·)
k′
w

 ()



m





i 1



   y  Z m : y  BZ   Zbi , Z  Z m  ,

(1)

where B is the set of bases of lattice Λ.
Given a matrix
Definition 2 (q-module lattice)
nm
m n
A  Z q , where Z q is a q-module residual class
matrix ring of n rows and m columns (here, m, n, and
q are positive integers), the q-module lattice is defined as

 ( A)  {e  Z m : Ae  0 mod q},

(2)

 ( A)  {e  Z : Ae  u mod q},

(3)

m

n
where u  Z q , n is the rank of the lattice, and m is the

Notations used in this paper are listed in Table 1.

HF
Ai
Ti
M
c
k
l
Hi
e
Z
x
v

Definition 1 (Integer lattice)
Given an invertible
matrix of m rows and m columns B=[b1, b2, …,
bm]Zm×m, where Z represents the residue class ring
and vectors b1, b2, …, bmZm are linearly independent,
an m-dimensional integer lattice generated by matrix
B is expressed as follows:


u

2 Preliminaries

ss  O

2.2 Lattice definition



 

 nk 

log n



2



Chameleon hash function
Public key of the user
Private key of the user
Plaintext in our scheme
Ciphertext in our scheme
An integer
A random integer
Hash function
A vector in lattice
Center of the discrete Gaussian distribution
A vector selected from the Gaussian distribution
A verification matrix in the unsigncryption
function
Residue class ring by module q
A uniform distributed function
Encryption algorithm parameter
Length of a sequence
Mapping in the security certificate

dimension of the lattice.
2.3 Discrete Gaussian distribution
Definition 3 (Discrete Gaussian distribution) For
any real parameter s>0, the discrete Gaussian distribution density function of lattice Λ centered on
Z  Z m is defined as

yZ
y   ,  s , Z ( y )  exp   π

s2


2


.



(4)

For  s , Z ( )   y  s , Z ( y ), the Gaussian distribution on Λ is defined as follows:
y  Λ, D , s , Z ( y ) 

s, Z ( y)
.
 s , Z ( )

(5)

Lemma 1 (Property of Gaussian distribution) Given
a prime number q≥3, the positive integers n and m

satisfying m≥2nlog q, a vector T of bases for q ( A),

and Gaussian parameter s  T 
vector w, we have





log m , for any
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(1) Pr  x  D , s, Z : x  s m   negl(n);
nm
(2) For a random matrix A  Zq , if e  DZ , s ,
m

then the distribution of y=Ae mod q is close to the
n
uniform distribution on Zq .

Theorem 1 Given an m-dimensional lattice Λ, v is a
point in the space formed by the lattice basis vector
and n is a positive integer. For any random real
numbers ε>0 and s>η(Λ), there is

PrX ~ D

 , s ,v

 xv



 s n  2 m

1 
.
1 

(6)

The probability of obtaining the same vector
twice under a discrete Gaussian distribution is approximately zero; i.e., the entropy of the distribution
is large and the probability of preimage collision is
approximately zero.
2.4 Difficult problems on lattice
Definition 4 (Learning with error (LWE) problem)
Assume that n≥1 is a positive integer and that χ is the
m
Gaussian noise distribution in Z q , where the mod-

ulus q≥2. The probability distribution As, χ is obtained
n m
in the following way: matrix A  Z q and vector

s  Z qn are randomly and uniformly selected, noise
m
vector e  Z q is randomly extracted from the

T

Gaussian noise distribution χ, and (A, A s+e) is output. Thus, there are two types of LWE problems:
(1) Search-type LWE (SLWE) problem. Given
T
m independent samples (A, A s+e) obeying the disn
tribution As, χ, s  Zq is output with a negligible

probability.
(2) Decision-type LWE (DLWE) problem. For
T
each distinguishing sample (A, A s+e) obtained by
the above algorithm, it is necessary to determine
whether the sample is randomly chosen from the
distribution As, χ or from the uniform distribution of

Zqnm × Zqm .
Lemma 2 (Hardness of the LWE problem) Given
n
the prime numbers α=α(n){0, 1} and q≤2 , where
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quantum algorithm that can approximately solve the
shortest independent vector (SIV) problem with an
approximate factor of Õ(n/α).
Definition 5 (Small integer solution (SIS) problem)
Assume that n and m are positive integers and that q is
a prime number. Given that β>0 is a small real number
n m
and that A is randomly chosen on Z q , the SIS

problem is to find a short vector v on lattice q ( A)

such that Av=0 mod q, where the norm of this short
vector satisfies ||v||≤β.
Lemma 3 (Hardness of the SIS problem) For any β
and prime number q   ( n log n ) defined by
polynomial poly(n), the hardness of the SIS problem
is equivalent to that of the SIV problem when the
approximation factor is    O ( n ).
2.5 Chameleon hash function on lattice

H={hi:
Definition 6 (Chameleon hash function)
K×Ry} is a hash function which maps message
space K and random number space R to range y. The
hash function satisfies four properties as follows:
(1) Anti-collision.
(2) Inputting message M and random number r,
the hash function value hi(M, r) can be efficiently
calculated, and this shows that the hash function has
the nature of forward calculation.
(3) The hash function value is statistically close
to a uniform distribution, for hiH, MK, rR, and
(hi, hi(M, r)) being uniformly distributed on (H, y).
(4) A Chameleon hash function has the ability to
find a collision and hash preimage through trapdoors
because each hash function hi is associated with a pair
of public and private keys, and here the public keys
are from the same distribution. For any hi, M1, M2, and
r1, the Chameleon hash function can use the private
key corresponding to hi to obtain a pair of collisions;
i.e., it is possible to find r2 satisfying hi(M1, r1)=
hi(M2, r2).
Definition 7 (Universal hash function) For different
x, x′X and PrhH[h(x)=h(x′)]=1/|y|, the function
family H={h: Xy} is said to be a universal hash
function.

 q  2 n , if there is an effective algorithm that can

2.6 Preimage sampling algorithm

solve the LWE problem, then there exists an effective

Theorem 2 (Preimage sampling theorem)

Assume
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that m, n, and q are integers and q>2 and m>n. Input
matrix A  Z

n m
q

, trapdoor TA on lattice  ( A),

vector y  Z m , and real number s  TA 







log m ,

output a preimage x  Z m of y using the preimage
sampling algorithm SamplePre(A, TA, y, s), and ignore the statistical distance between x and D ( A), s .
y
q

3 Formal definition

The post-quantum blind signcryption scheme
from lattice (PQ-LBSCS) consists of four probabilistic polynomial time algorithms: Setup, KeyGen,
BlindS, and Unsigncrypt.
1. Setup. A trusted authority (TA) executes this
n
algorithm which inputs the security parameter 1 and
outputs the public parameter named “params.”
2. KeyGen. Every user in the system runs the key
generation algorithm once, inputting params and
outputting each user’s public and private key pair (Ai,
Ti). Users publicize their public keys and retain the
private keys. Here, the blind signcrypter’s public and
private key pair is (As, Ts) and the receiver’s public
and private key pair is (Ar, Tr).
3. BlindS. The message owner and blind signcrypter execute this algorithm together. The message
owner sends the blinded message to the blind signcrypter who does not know the content of message.
Given the message M and the public key Ar of the
receiver along with the public and private key pair
(As, Ts) of the blind signcrypter, this blind signcryption algorithm outputs a signcrypted ciphertext c.
4. Unsigncrypt. Given the ciphertext c and the
public and private key pair (Ar, Tr) of the receiver
along with the public key As of the sender, this algorithm outputs a plain text M or a symbol  .
PQ-LBSCS must satisfy the requirements of
confidentiality (indistinguishability under adaptive
ciphertext-chosen attacks) and unforgeability (strong
unforgeability under adaptive ciphertext-message
attacks). For the confidentiality requirement, we refer
to the security model of YML (Yan et al., 2013). For
the unforgeability requirement, we refer to the security model of YLM (Yan et al., 2019). For simplicity,
we omit details of the security models of PQ-LBSCS.

4 PQ-LBSCS
4.1 Setup

A TA carries out this algorithm and generates the
system parameters params=(G, α, s′, H0, H1, H2, HF,
H3, B, ss). The concrete steps are as follows:
n nk
Step 1: pick a matrix G  Z q , where q=poly(n)

is a large prime number and k=O(log q)=O(log n).
Step 2: m0=O(nk), m=m0+nk, m1=m0+2nk.
Step 3: α(0, 1) is the error rate of LWE and
satisfies 1   O(nk )





log n . s   5



log n



is a Gaussian parameter which will be used for
encryption.
n
Step 4: define hash functions: H 0 : 0,1  Z q ,
*

H1 : 0,1  Z qnm  0,1 ,


*

H 2 : Z qm1  0,1 ,
l

H 3 : 0,1  Z 2mq  0,1 , H F : 0,1  Z qm  R* ,
nk 

nk

l

where H0–H3 are universal hash functions, HF is selected from a family of universal hash functions, F is
n /( l  m )
, F   F (0) F (1)   Z qnl × Z qnm ,
a matrix on Z q
[0]
(1)
[0]
(1)
and F (resp.F ) and N (resp.N ) are taken from
the same distribution.
Step 5: define a set L   B (0) ,, B(  )  , where

$
B (i ) 
 U  Z qn( nk )  .

4.2 KeyGen

In this phase, each user generates his/her public
key Ai and private key Ti (i=s, r) as follows:
(0)
$
$
 Zqnm0 , Ti 
 DZm,0(nklog n ) .
Step 1: pick Ai 
Step 2: calculate Ai (1)   Ai (0)Ti .
(0)
(1)
n m
Step 3: set Ai   Ai Ai  , where Ai  Z q .

4.3 BlindS

Assuming that M is a message, the interaction
between the blind signcrypter S and the message
owner Alice is shown in Fig. 1, and the details are as
follows:
Step 1: Alice calculates g=H0(M) and randomly
chooses vector Z=(c1, c2, .., cm) in a discrete normal
distribution DZ m , a (

log n )

;

Z  a



log n



m

holds with the extreme probability. Because the
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g  H 0 (M )

A'  B(0)   i   hi B( i )

μ  (t 1g  Ar Z )mod q



σ  t (σ   Z )

h  H1( , Ar )
(h)
s

A

Decompose σ  (σ 1, σ 2 )

  As A  Z nm1

hr  H A( h ) (h , r1 )
s

y   hr  Ay

b T  2( s T Ar(u ) mod q )  e T
σ

(
σ

σ or SampleDG(Ts , As(0) , I , y , ss )

or

,y

)

 (0, σ 1 )T mod(2q )
k   H3 (σ 1, b )

c    k ' (M|σ 2 |r1|r2 )

c  (u, b,c )
Output c  (u, b, c )

Fig. 1 Blind signcryption scenarios

sample Z satisfies Lemma 2, ArZ approximately
obeys a uniform distribution.
Step 2: Alice randomly selects tZ to calculate
−1
μ=(t g+ArZ) mod q and delivers μ to S, where
1<t<x<||B||−1.
(0)
(i )
Step 3: S calculates A  B   i[  ] hi B and
n m
(h)
h=H1(μ, Ar), and constructs As   As A  Z 1 ,
λ
where h=(h1, h2, …, hλ){0, 1} is the binary representation of h.
Step 4: S constructs a Chameleon hash function

H A( h )
s

according to the method mentioned in

Section 2.5.
Step 5: S chooses r1  DZ nk , ss and y  DZ nk , ss ,
and calculates hr  H As( h ) (h, r1 ) and y′=hr−A′y.
Step 6: S selects σ or  SampleDG(Ts , As(0) ,

I , y' , ss ), and delivers σ′=(σor, y) to Alice, where
n×n

IZ

is a unit matrix.
Step 7: Alice calculates σ=t(σ′−Z), where σ is a
signature of message M.
Step 8: Alice decomposes σ=(σ1, σ2) and
nk
w=H2(σ), where σ1{0, 1} and the rest is written as
σ2.
m
Step 9: Alice extracts e0  DZ ,0 q to calculate
nk
sr  || e0 ||2 m0 ( q)2 , and then extracts e1  DZ ,sr

and sets e=(e0, e1).
Step 10: Alice extracts r2  DZ nk , s to calculate
u=HF(w, r2) and constructs
(u)G .

Ar( u )   Ar(0) Ar(1) 

Step 11: Alice uniformly chooses a vector

$
s 
Zqn , and calculates σ1  encode( 1 )  Z nk and

bT  2( s T Ar( u ) mod q )  e T  (0, σ1 )T mod(2q ).

Step 12: Alice calculates k′=H3(σ1, b) and
c    k  ( M |σ 2 |r1 |r2 ), and then outputs the ciphertext
c  (u, b, c ).
4.4 Unsigncrypt

After receiving c=(u, b, c′), the receiver Bob
carries out this unsigncryption algorithm as follows:
Step 1: decrypt (u, b) to obtain


T 





 



 1  Q 1  v T  r  mod(2 q )  .
I

(7)

Output  if u=0, and continue otherwise.
Step 2: employ Invert (Tr , As( u) , b, u) (Yan et al.,
2013) to obtain (z, e), where e  (e0 , e1 )  Z m0  Z nk and

z  Z qn . Output  if e1   q 2m0 nk 



log n



or

e0   q m0 , and continue otherwise.
Step 3: set v  b  e mod q and v  (v1 , v2 ) 
Z 2mq0  Z 2nkq . Output  if v1  2  (( As(0 ) ) T ), and continue otherwise.
Step 4: calculate Dk  (c)  (M |σ2 |r1|r2 ), where
k′=H3(σ1, b).
Step 5: calculate w=H1(σ), where σ=(σ1, σ2).
Output  if u≠HF(w, r2), and continue otherwise.
Output  if || r2 || s m, and continue otherwise.
Step 6: verify whether the sender is authentic or
not:
(1) Calculate h=H1(M, Ar) and construct
( h)
s

A

  As B (0)   i[  ] hi B ( i )  .

Output



if

  ss m1 , and continue otherwise.

(2) Calculate hr  H As( h ) (h, r1 ). Output M if
As(h) σ  hr and  otherwise.

PQ-LBSCS is correct under the hard
Theorem 3
assumptions of SIS and LWE problems.
Under the LWE and SIS assumptions,
Proof
PQ-LBSCS can be correctly unsigncrypted with the
Ω(n)
probability of 1–2 . Assuming that c=(u, b, c′) is a
valid ciphertext, we now analyze the process of the
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unsigncryption algorithm. First, we prove that σ1 can
be obtained with an overwhelming probability in the
unsigncryption algorithm. Assuming that Tr is the G
trapdoor of Ar( u ) and RI  [Tr I ]T , Q is a base of
n  ( nk )
Λ(G T ). Then, there must exist a matrix Q   Z q

satisfying Q  G T Q . Herewith, we have

and inequality (9) holds with the probability of
−Ω(n)
1–2
, where e=(e0, e1).
Finally, we provide the proof that the signature
can be verified with an overwhelming probability. For
this reason, we now illustrate that (σ, r1) is a valid
signature of μ. We need to calculate the probability of
σ  ss m1 , where

bˆ T mod q
 b T RI
  2( s T Ar( u ) mod q )  e T  (0, σ )  RI



σ 
σ   or  .
 y

 2  s T  Ar( 0 )  Ar( 0 )Tr   ( u)G  mod q 
 (e0 , e1 )T   0, (Qσ1 ) T  RI

(8)



 2  s ( u)G mod q   (e Tr  e1T )  (G T Q σ1 )T
T

  2 s  σ Q ( u)
T

T
1

T
0

1

 (u)G  (e T
T
0

 e ).

the probability of 1–2

Obviously, bˆT  s T G  e T . Because Tr is a G
trapdoor for Ar, it can return a vector e  Z m .
Next, we show that the effective noise vector e
can be obtained using the function Invert with an
overwhelming probability. If (bˆ) in Invert wants
to obtain a desired value, Invert returns a correct e,
where the algorithm (bˆ ) is realized using InvertG.
T
k

As long as the error vector e T  e  P1/ 2 (qS ),
the conditions of the proof algorithm can be satisfied,
where Sk is the trapdoor matrix of Λ(GT ). For
T
0 r

sr 

e0

2

 m0 ( q) 2 



log n



Among them, σor is obtained using the SampleDG algorithm, which is an efficient preimage
sampling algorithm under G trapdoor. On the basis of
Theorem 2, As(0) σor  y and σor  ss m hold with

T
1

r

T
1

(10)

m
(here, e0 ~ DZ ,0 q

−Ω(n)

. In a similar way,

y  ss nk holds with the probability of 1–2−Ω(n);
here,
1–2

σ  ss m1 holds with the probability of

−Ω(n)

. Because
σ 
As( h) σ   As A  or 
 y


 y  A y  hr

(11)

 H Λ( h ) ( H 0 (  , Ar ), r ),
s

−Ω(n)

the signature holds with the probability of 1–2

.

5 Security analysis

nk
and e1 ~ DZ , sr ), based on the distance between the

5.1 Confidentiality

center and the vector obeying the discrete Gaussian
distribution, e1   q 2m0 nk   log n  and e0 

PQ-LBSCS has IND-CCA2 security
Theorem 4
(Yu and Wang, 2019) for the inside adversary  be-

 q m0 both hold except in the case where the

cause it is hard for  to solve the LWE problem under

probability is 2

−Ω(n)

. Then, the maximum singular

value of Tr satisfies s (Tr )  O



 

nk 

. Since 1/  O

−Ω(n)

the probability of 1–2







log n with







nk 

Phase 1: A polynomial bounded number of
adaptive queries are performed by . C outputs a

log n is small enough, we can obtain
e T RI  e0TTr  e1T
  qO



 

nk 



 O(q )  P1/ 2 q  S

log n



1 T
k



,

    3  2 n q.
Proof In game G0, challenger C runs the Setup and
KeyGen algorithms. Lastly, C outputs params and the
user’s public key A to .

(9)

ciphertext c by a call to the blind signcryption algorithm. Then, C outputs M or  by a call to the unsigncryption algorithm.
Challenge: A challenge query is performed by 
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for equal-length messages M0 and M1. C selects a
random number b{0, 1} to calculate a ciphertext c*
of Mb. Hereafter, C outputs c* to the adversary.
Phase 2: Another series of adaptive queries are
performed by  as those in phase 1. Here,  cannot

with a Chameleon hash function HE, where matrix E
is as follows:

query a signcryption of c*.
Guess:  outputs b′ to guess b and succeeds in

where E (resp.E ) and F (resp.F ) have the same
distribution.
Generate the challenge ciphertext.  chooses

the game if b'=b.  wins G0 with the advantage
Adv()  Pr b  b  1 2 .

In game G1, C changes the recipient’s public key
query along with the unsigncryption query. Then, the
process of generating the recipient’s public key is as
follows: C selects Ar(0) and Tr in the same way as in
G0. Assuming that T=Tr, C selects u0R to calculate
Ar   Ar(0)  Ar(0)T  (u0 )G  and sends Ar to . 

considers Ar as the recipient’s public key.  requests
an unsigncryption query for (c, As, Ts)=((u, b, c′), As,
Ts). The remaining steps are run normally, except the
first three steps of the unsigncryption algorithm. C
executes the unsigncryption algorithm of (u, b) as
follows:
Step 1: output  and then terminate if u=0 or
u=u0, and continue otherwise.
Step 2: use Invert (Tr , Ar( u ) , b, (u  u0 )) to obtain (z, e), where z  Z and e  (e0 , e1 )  Z
n
q

m0

Z .
nk

Step 3: output  and then terminate if
e0   q m0 or

e1   q 2m0 nk  ( log n ), and

continue otherwise.
Step 4: set v=b−e mod (2q) and decompose
v =(v1 ,v 2 )  Z 2mq0  Z 2nkq .
Step 5: output  and then terminate if

v1  2  ( Ar0 )T  , and continue otherwise.
Step 6: calculate
 Tˆ 

σ1  Q 1  v T   mod(2q )  ,


 I 


(12)

where T̂ is the solution of Ar(0)Tˆ  A0T  (u0 )G.
In game G2, C changes the method of generating
* * *
ciphertext (u , b , c ) along with the hash function HF.
For HF, the change is as follows: without leaking the
trapdoor information, C replaces the hash function HF

E   E (0) E (1)   Z qnl  Z qnm ,
(0)

(1)

(0)

(13)

(1)

two messages M0 and M1 (M0≠M1) with an equal
length along with the pair ( As* , Ts* ) of public and
private keys of the sender. Then, C chooses b{0, 1}
randomly and obtains the signature (σ, r1). Next, C
*
sets u =u0 and uses the trapdoor of HE to select r2
*
satisfying u =HE(H1(σ), r2). Signcryption steps are
the same as those in G1.
In game G3, C realizes the change of ciphertext
(u* , b* , c* ) by changing b* . C randomly selects
$
s 
 Znq and e0  DZm0 , q . C calculates

b0T  2( s T Ar(0) mod q )  e0T mod(2q ).
$
 DZ nk , q
Hereafter, C chooses e 

set b  b Τ r  e  (Q1 ) mod(2q)
T
1

T
0

T
0

T

T

and

(14)

m (log n )

to

(b ) 
* T

T
1

(b , b ). The remaining steps are the same as those in
G2.
In game G4, C changes the method of generating
ciphertext (u*, b*, c*). C randomly chooses
$
b0 
 Z 2mq0 , and the remaining steps are the same as

those in G3.
The security of PQ-LBSCS lies in two aspects:
(1) Games Gi and Gi+1 (i=0, 1, 2, 3) are indistinguishable; (2) The adversary in the last game G4 has
no advantage.
Gi and Gi+1 are statistically indistinguishable; the
proof is as follows:
(1) Given u0R (here, R represents the finite
field), (u0 )  G log q is a fixed matrix. In addition,
because the statistical distance between a residual
hash lemma Ar( 0 )Tr and a uniform distribution can be
ignored,
the
statistical
distance
between
(0)
Ar Tr  (u0 )G and a uniform distribution is negligible. Therefore, the value u0 is statistically hidden
from the adversary; in other words, the public keys in
G0 and G1 are statistically indistinguishable.
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(2) As far as the adversary is concerned, G2 and
G1 are statistically indistinguishable. Two matrices
with the same distribution are used to construct the
hash functions HE and HF. When the hash function is
replaced, G2 and G1 are statistically indistinguishable.
Because HE is uniform and u0 is randomly chosen,
*
*
*
even if the way of generating (u , b , c ) has been
changed, the adversary still does not know u0, w, or r2;
*
i.e., the adversary cannot distinguish between u =u0
*
and u =HE(w, r2).
(3) G3 and G2 are statistically indistinguishable.
In G3, the challenge ciphertext changes only in the
public key encryption phase. In other words, only
b  (b0 , b1 )  Z 2mq0  Z 2nkq is different. Among them, the
distribution of b0 in G2 is the same as that in G3. In G2,
b1T  2( s T Ar(0)Tr mod q )  e1T  (Qσ1 )T mod(2q ), where
e1  DZ m0 , s
s

e0

2

and

the

 m0 ( q )2 



Gaussian

parameter



log n . In G3,

 2( s T Ar(0)Tr mod q )

(15)
T

Now prove that the statistical distance between
e0TTr  e T and e1T is negligible. Assume that
Tr  (t1 , t 2 , , t nk )  Z m0 nk , where t i  D Z

For e  DZ , q

m (log n )

In game G3, ( Ar(0) , b0 ) is an instance of Os. In
game G4, ( Ar(0) , b0 ) is a uniformly random instance
n m
n
on Z q 0  Z 2 q . LWE is pseudo-random when the

above-mentioned discretized distribution satisfies
    3  2 n q . Hence, G3 and G4 are indistinguishable under the hard assumption of discretizing
LWE. Then, we analyze the advantage of  in G4. In
view of the residual hash lemma, when Tr is chosen in
G4, the distance between the uniform distribution and
( Ar(0) , b0 , A0Tr , b0T Tr ) is negligible. As the messages
are different, the statistical distance between the
challenge ciphertexts is also negligible. Hence, the
advantage of  in G4 can be ignored.

Theorem 5 PQ-LBSCS satisfies the UF-CMA security requirement (Yu and Wang, 2019) for inside
adversaries because for a large enough number

  O   (nk )3/ 2  

 (e T  eˆ )  (Q 1 ) mod(2q).
T

n
bution on Z q  Z 2 q .

5.2 Unforgeability

b1T  b0TTr  eˆ T  (Q 1 )T mod(2q )
T
0 r

n
stance Os on Z q  T is mapped to a uniform distri-

nk

,



log n



.

, the statistical distance be-

tween (e0, ti)+ei and DZ , s is negligible (Regev, 2009).
In other words, the statistical distance between b1 in
* * *
G3 and b1 in G2 can be ignored. Therefore, (u , b , c )
in G2 and G3 are statistically indistinguishable.
(4) G4 and G3 are computationally indistinguishable. In G4, if the LWE problem is hard for
    3  2 n q , the probability that the adversary
1





3

log n , it is hard to solve the

SIS problem.
Proof Assume that the forger can forge a ciphertext.
C runs Setup and KeyGen algorithms to obtain
params and public/private key pair ( As* , Ts* ). C delivers As* and params to the forger. Other queries are
the same as those in G1.
In the forgery phase, the forger outputs a forged
*
ciphertext c =(M, b, c′), where the public key of the
blind signcrypter is As* . The attack of the forger is an
inside attack, and this shows that the forger knows the
*
recipient’s private key Tr* ; because the ciphertext c

b  2qb  DZ  2 qb , s is the mapping and ( , b 

is valid, the forger unsigncrypts (u, b) using Tr* and
obtains σ1. Then, the forger uses H2(σ1, b) to unsigncrypt c′ and obtains (M|σ2|r1|r2). Here, σ is the combination of σ1 and σ2.
In the process of blind signcryption, we use the
Chameleon hash function (Micciancio and Peikert,

( s,  ) q  e mod1) is an instance of Os. If s  Z qn , Os

2012).

succeeds in the game is negligible. Here, we need to
show the indistinguishability by discretizing LWE.
As ,   Z qn  T is a non-discrete instance of LWE.

can be converted to ( , 2( s, ) mod q  e mod(2q)) 
Z qn  Z 2 q . From the above mapping, a uniform in-

If

  O   (nk )3/ 2  



log n



3

is

large

enough, it is hard to solve the SIS problem.
PQ-LBSCS satisfies the UF-CMA security
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requirement if the Chameleon hash function holds; in
*
other words, c =(M, b, c′) is an invalid ciphertext.
5.3 Blindness

Let (μ0, c0) and (μ1, c1) denote the
Theorem 6
blinded message pair and ciphertext pair, respectively,
which are obtained by the user in the blind signcryption phase. Choose μb and cb, where b{0, 1}. If the
blind signcrypter or distinguisher outputs b′ in any
polynomial time and the probability of b=b′ does not
∂
exceed 1/2+1/n , where ∂ is a sufficiently large constant, it is said that (μ0, c0) and (μ1, c1) are indistinguishable for the blind signcrypter or distinguisher
(Okamoto, 2006).
−1
Proof On the basis of Lemma 1, ArZ in μ=(t w+
n
ArZ) mod q obeys a uniform distribution over Z q ,
−1

where μ=(t w+ArZ) mod q is a blinded message received by the blind signcrypter, w is a secure hash
function which approximately obeys a uniform distribution, and t is a random integer. For the blind
signcrypter, μ obeys a distribution which is indistinn
guishable from the uniform distribution over Z q .
Assume that the blind signcrypter wants to recover a
real message w using the random vector and t,
because
(t (   Z ), w)
  p t (   c1 )  H 0 ( M )   p  w  H 0 ( M ) 
tx

(16)

  (1 q )  (1 q )  0.
m

m

tx

This shows that the distribution of the results of
such a choice is indistinguishable from the uniform
distribution. Hence, PQ-LBSCS has blindness.

number of hash functions, and the size of the public
key are shown in Table 2. PQ-LBSCS has a smaller
ciphertext length than other schemes, and the size of
params or the size of the public key of PQ-LBSCS is
also smaller than those of other schemes. Moreover,
in comparison with SZ, YLM, YWM, and YHW,
PQ-LBSCS has anonymity. Here, the calculation cost
of some hash functions is ignored in PQ-LBSCS, SZ,
YLM, YWM, and YHM. However, the calculation
cost of some special hash functions in PQ-LBSCS
still needs to be considered.
Table 3 illustrates the computational efficiency
of PQ-LBSCS, SZ, YLM, YWM, and YHM. The
computational efficiency of PQ-LBSCS is higher than
those of other schemes.
The computation cost shown in Table 4 is obtained using the simulation setting as follows:
CPU: Intel CORE i7;
Memory: 16 GB;
Operating system: Win10, 64-bit;
Operating platform: Matlab 2018a.
Figs. 2–4 are obtained using the Matlab tool to
process the data in Table 4. Table 4 shows the operation time of the blind signcryption and unsigncryption
algorithms of SZ, YLM, YWM, YHM, and
PQ-LBSCS. Fig. 2 shows the time comparison for the
signcryption algorithm, Fig. 3 shows the time comparison for the unsigncryption algorithm, and Fig. 4
shows the time comparison for both blind signcryption and unsigncryption algorithms.
As shown in Figs. 2–4, the time consumption of
PQ-LBSCS is relatively small; moreover, the computational efficiency of PQ-LBSCS is higher than

6 Comparison

In this section, we compare PQ-LBSCS with SZ
(Sun and Zheng, 2018), YLM (Yan et al., 2019),
YWM (Yan et al., 2015), and YHW (Yang et al., 2019)
on the basis of communication overhead and computational efficiency in the blind signcryption and
unsigncryption parts. The schemes compared are all
recently proposed signcryption algorithms and the
results are convincing.
The length of ciphertext, the size of params, the
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Fig. 2 Signcryption time comparison
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Table 2 Size of some parameters

Scheme
SZ
YLM
YWM
YHW
PQ-LBSCS

Length of ciphertext
2mk2n(log q)2
mkn2(log q)2
lmn2(log q)2
2m2n(log q)2
mn2(log q)2

Size of params
(d+3)(log q)2
mnklog q
m2nllog q
km3log q
2ln2log q

Number of hash functions
2
6
3
3
5

Size of the public key
(mk+1)log q
k(k+1)2m2λ(log q)2
2m2log q
nm2log q
2n2log q

q: a large prime number; m and k: real numbers; n: a security parameter; l: number of columns of matrix F; d: number of vectors Bi in Sun
and Zheng (2018)

Table 3 Computational efficiency of schemes

Computational efficiency

Scheme
SZ
YLM
YWM
YHW
PQ-LBSCS

Signcryption

Unsigncryption

PIS+5Ds+3Cs
PIS+5Ds+3Cs
PIS+5Ds+9Cs
PIS+4Ds+7Cs
PIS+4Ds+2Cs

4Ds+6Cs
7Ds+7Cs
6Ds+4Cs
3Ds+6Cs
2Ds+4Cs

Cs denotes the multiplication operation, Ds denotes the addition
operation, and PIS represents the preimage sampling
18
SZ
YLM
YWM
YHM
PQ-LBSCS

16

Operation time (s)

14

Fig. 4 Time comparison for the whole scheme

12

those of other schemes in the blind signcryption and
unsigncryption algorithms.

10
8
6

7 Conclusions

4
2
0

1

2

3
4
Security parameter n

5

6

Fig. 3 Unsigncryption time comparison

In this paper, a post-quantum blind signcryption
scheme (PQ-LBSCS) has been proposed, and it has
been proved to meet the IND-CCA2 and UF-CMA
security requirements. Analysis results have shown

Table 4 Operation time of signcryption and unsigncryption

Scheme

Algorithm

SZ

Signcryption
Unsigncryption
Signcryption
Unsigncryption
Signcryption
Unsigncryption
Signcryption
Unsigncryption
Signcryption
Unsigncryption

YLM
YWM
YHM
PQ-LBSCS

Security parameter=1
3.637
2.042
1.832
1.530
1.523
1.537
2.043
0.954
0.834
0.454

2
4.534
2.735
2.064
1.725
2.056
2.645
3.184
2.326
1.235
0.522

Operation time (s)
3
4
7.508
10.934
6.759
9.832
3.547
7.320
4.021
6.850
2.984
5.642
3.954
5.642
4.576
9.127
4.562
6.839
1.744
3.259
1.257
2.180

5
13.250
11.071
9.830
7.531
8.721
8.634
10.649
9.127
3.469
2.229

6
17.050
16.230
12.450
11.340
11.587
11.347
15.083
10.346
4.512
3.476
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that PQ-LBSCS has lower calculation complexity and
can resist the attacks from quantum computing.
PQ-LBSCS has wide application prospects in some
projects. Our future plan is to study the certificateless
threshold signcryption algorithm from lattice.
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